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nwnt report released by the
1
'I Higher liducation did nut give .i thumbVup to
11 colleges tnd urtvctrito
compared to omen in the nation.
SCHFV coordinates Virginia's
alleges to keep them competitive
wtlhnational standards. Ilic\ 010
vide policy guidance to colleges
and budget recommendations to
both the governor and the( lencral
\ss.-riil«K
M HI A s .iMTui.ii report disCUased tin- progress ot Virginia
coflegei toward their eight-year
plan, which v\ til culminate m 2010,
to enroll M,I*<H more students,
Inoeaai Virginia's ranking in Institutional research, and Improve
tacult) quality.
ol the goals on track to
be completed bj 2010 is Inaeaacd
enrollment mimrnTs I rom 2000
to 2005, Virginia schools have enrolled 49,000 additional students,
an Inaeeae of 1 \3 percent
I lespite this goal (Ml haa not
helped the aair m tins category.
iMt a total enrollment dipped
this year b) 438 students, alter i
strong Increase the previous year.
Freshman Caitlin Howard said,
id rather have [Ml eta) small
I hats part oi what attracted me to
trie school/'
Junior Meghan Brower agreed.
The charm of IML IS that when
you -.'.' t into your major, then is i
lot less people."
Within this goal howi \
tin* need for stronger graduation
rates tnd a decrease in the number oi years required to graduate
In this category, |\u was noted
to help Virginia's avenge, with a
ijualit\ time to-degrco avenus
Another goal of the pnigram
has IHVII lor nit in* national recognition as a leading institutional
research stats However; even
though the stale budget's allocations lor research have increased
40 percent, Virginia has maintained
A
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[unior Amy Preddy stood in the rain outside the polls at Stone
Spnng Klementary School in Harnsonburg Tuesday aftemoon in a final
show of support for incumbent Sen. George Allen's bid for re-election,
dunng one of the most hotiy contested Senate races in the country.
"I think the Republicans have hit the issues on the mark." Prcddv
said l think it's important to be out here to let people know who to
vote (or."
While Allen, R-Va. won a slim victory over I )emocrabc challenger
Jim Webb with 49.80 percent of the I iarnsonburg vote, the race was too
dose to declare a state wide winner at the bme of publication, though
Webb appeared to have a slight lead of less than 8,000 votes.
Junior Ryan Mehnng said there are so many issues the government
needs to address and that neither Webb nor Allen spent much fame on
them. He said the whole campaign was filled with mudslinging instead.
"It was a farce-," he said.
Mehnng left Harnsonburg Monda\ tor his parent's home in Albemarle County — he even missed class on Tuesday.
Prior to Tuesday, the Virginia Flection Board had received
reports of voter intimidation in seven to eight localities across the state. Deputy Secretary of
the State Board of Elections
Valane |ones said the board
handed the investigation
OVtl to the FBI after receiving calls and e-mails about
inumidabon.
Despite the rainy weather, reports aaoss the country
of haywire electronic voting
machines and accusations of
voter fraud and tampering,
\ liters turned out in record
numbers for the midterm
election.
4835 percent of the registered-voter population took
part in the Harnsonburg elections, trumping the national
turnout rate of slight)*, more
than 40 percent, according to
the Associated Press.
"We've definitely noticed
there seem to be a kit of young
people voting today," former
Harnsonburg mayor and
Stone Spring election fudge
|oe I-it/gerald said.
At 4:30 pm. Tuesday afternoon, over half of the registered voters already had cast
their ballots in the elementary
school gvm, he said. "And we
haven't even hit our busiest
hours, after people get out of
work,"
Virginia voter turnout may
have ban a record high, with
437 percent of eligible voters
going to the polls compared
to 29.2 percent in the previous
2002 mid-term election
a tl.ECriONpa^ei
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Wal-Mart offers cheap prescriptions
Supercenter offers certain drugs
for $4 in 93 stores in 12 states
BI LAI KIN SI ARSON

•tiler

HARRISONBURG

-
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Mart recently armoum «**i me expansion ot its prescription drug program, which oilers more than loo
generk prescription drugs tor the
12 new states, Induce
ing 93 stores in Virginia
in .in (\t 26 press release, rVal
Mart President and CEO Lee Scott
said, AW are proud to be leading
tins effort to make sure our nation's
senmrs. working families, and umnsured gel the meditations the) need
at a price the) can afiord "
the program has been in efied
in M1** pharmacies In 11 stabn tot
the past month According to the
pn-ss release; customer demand
caused the program to laum h before
itsonginal pniposed dated lanuar)
I
Wal-Mart repn-sentatives said
the list ot presenptu IN the pn -grain
applies to represents nearh I quarier ..i prescriptions rfispsneed at its
phami.un-, amiss tin* i nrted States
I his indudea 11 ot tlu* top-20 pre
scribed medkattonainthenatkii

Charlie Sew ell senior vice presidenl of government affairs for the
National Community Pharmacists
Vssociation, said nf tht' 11,000 drugs
approved by the FDA, only 143 are
on the list, since the total number ini ludes diltemit strengths of the same
medications. This means only about
2 percent of all medications are made
%\ sushis through this program.
"When you hear Wal-Mart's
comments in the press, it makes it
seam like they're providing these
drugs lor |usl about everyone,"
Newell iatd "Am wn you k*»k at
it they're trving to attract business
10 tlieir stores arnl misleading the
public."
Sewell .nldi-d that some drugs
iin the list are older, not as effective,
and could cause more side effects
compared to m»»re recent medications lor example, one ot the drugs,
available to reduce cholesterol lov■Btauri, takes eight pills to match a
20-nulligram dose of I ipitor.
IX-spite these stafisUtN Bill Simon, vuv pn-sident ot Wal-Mart's
I'nrtessional S'iMces DIMSKKI, said
in the press release that within lour
days ol tin* program's launch, more

»i K Ml I II NOW] IN «<iff phttovapher
than 152,001) new prescriptions were filled in
pharmacies in the IS states.
Sewell said the pnigram is not offering patients many advantages I he average co-pay for
generic drugs is $5, which only leaves | doll.u
difference, if the drug is even found on tin* list
"You could be paying more tor gas to go
to Wal-Mart than what you would be SBVU¥>"
Sewell said.

ife said people, as well the press, have
looked iit the W and thought it was a great bar
gain without looking at the details
Pharmanes represent less than 10 percent of
Wal-Mart's business profits, whereas previding
health can* services makes up ^2 percent of tin*
business for independent pharmacies.
-'< WAL-MARTjwyr 4

phnloawW-.><*US DOT OFDM! \M
Donald Rumsfeld resigned
yesterday as the U.S.
Secretary of Defense.

Rumsfeld
resigns
post
BY RACHANA DIXII

news editor
President Bush announced
Wednesday afternoon the resignation of United States Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, who
served in the president's cabinet
for the past six years
With the midterm elections
having just ended, Bush made
the announcement at a White
House news conference that tormer CIA director Robert Gates
would replace Runisit-u Hush
said he and Rumsfeld both
agreed that a fresh perspective
was needed, despite ihe (act that
the president made it clear last
week that Rumsfeld and Vice
President Dick <. hene\ would
remain in office alter the elections
He and I both agreed that it
Misappropriate that I accept Ins
resignation," Rush said.
Bush also acknovt ledged that
he thinks the War In [faq, which
Rumsfeld was a main architect
of, has not been going as well as
planned.
"Iraq is not working well
enough fast enough, ' he Mid,
However, he also expressed
sat is tact ion
with Rumsield 'a
work as an administrator, saying
he "has been a superb leader in
a timeo! ihange' and is 'deeply
grateful for his service to our
country '
Rumsfeld made bnet re
marks several hours alter the
initial announcement He said
he has been thankful tit serve in
bush s cabinet
As he spoke, he said a Winston Churchill statement came
to mind about the past MX yean
as defense secretary Ihe quote,
he said, was something to the effect o( "1 have benefited greatK
from mticism, and no time have
I lacked thereof
In addition, Rumsield spoke
about soldiers in Iraq, saying
their "patriotism is hrulj ^\ Inspiiation
"ihe\ will remain In im
prayers.' he said
Robert Gates, who has Jr>
years ol national secunt) ex
patience, is current!) the presi
dent oi lex.ts \\Ai i njverslty
He |oined the CIA in 1966 and
served as depuh < IA director
from 1966 to 1989
Sen lohn Met ain. R-Arii.
reacted to Rumsfeld's resigna
lion and Gates' nomination
Wedneadaj afternoon from his
oifi.es in Phoenix
"(Rumsield I deserves reaped
and the gratitude of the nation."
M.C am said He also pledged to
work as efficiently as possible
with Cafes to win the war in
lra»| and he will discuss increasing the si/e ol the Arnn AI^\ the
Marine Corps
"VictOT) is still attainable in
I rat)," he said
Though it is unclear when
Rumsfeld will be leaving the
Pentagon, Gates will now go
through confirmation hearings
in the newK elected Senate be
fore a possible appointment
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XL Cheese Pizza
$5.99
Single lopping Pizza
$6.99
2 Topping Pizza
540 4320200
$7.99
1762 South Main Street
(pick up only)

Harrisonburg. VA 22801

We
Deliver!
*>7.50 minimum

SnenoJsenior writer

Burglary, larceny

Ilex Accepted

A JMU student reported unauthorized entry into a residence hall
room in Hillside Hall and the theft of a Dell Inspiron laptop, valued at $1,200, Nov. 3 between 3 and 7 p.m.

A JMU student reported approximately $100 worth of damage to
a residence hall door in Weaver Hall CJct. 31 at 2 p.m.
A JMU police officer reported parking meters pulled out of the
ground and damaged in P-Lot at an unknown date and time.

Lunch Special
$5.25
Dinner Special
$6.99

Over 20 Items!

■■

Property damage

A JMU employee reported damage to an ATM due to food being
stuffed in its card reader at Gibbons Hall at an unknown date
and time.

Brian Sostak

Call and Ask For
Student Special

Appctiz ST£
M-Spn

KM KM

Possession of marijuana, drug violation
A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuana and a
drug violation in Eagle Hall Oct. 29 at 1:19 a.m.
Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 28:40
Number of parking tickets since Aug. 28:6,480
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reportng news iwotang the
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G1 Anthony-Seeger Hat
MSC6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807

Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to p>*ce • il—ami Go to www.
thetnazm 05 and <** on the classified tr*
or come rto Ihe office weekdays between a
am and 5pm
■ Coal t5 fee Ihe fn> 10 words S3 tor each
addtoneJ 10 words boxed cUssried $10
per coUnn men
■ Deadhnes noon Friday tor Monday issue
noon Tueeday tor Thursday issue
■ Qaaafiads must be paid n advance m
Tha Brtan office

ML Tit I- sft

Jutrt

MON - THURS 10:30 am to Midnight or later
FRI & SAT 10:30 am - 2:00 am
SUN 11:00 am to 11:00pm
243 Neff Avenue Harrisonburg. VA 22801

540.433.3456

^^Lshby
Crossing
Looking for Paradise?
Stop Looking & Start Living
with Ashby Crossing!
Don't Dawdle!
Time is running out!

Hurry into the
Rental Office today
First Floor
A, B, C, D
Second Floor E, F, G, H
Third Floor
I, J, K, L

$365.00
$370.00
$375.00

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA
432-1001
www.ashbycrossing.com

Major credit cards accepted
at participating locations.
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Combo Meal
With Valid Student ID.
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(Valid for Combos I 9 Only)
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Around Campus

Phat Boy treks across U.S.

Memorial for ROTC
student Saturday

•v KAIEICH
staff writer

A JML student who died
during Airborne School training in Georgia in summer
2005 will be remembered with
a memorial service at JMU on
Veterans Day.
JMU's ROTC will hold
the service Nov. II at I p.m.
(or Vincent J. Pedulla Jr., In
Memorial (fall. Pedulla died
June 16. 2005. at age 19 at
Fort Benning. Ga, from heat
exhaustion during training
exercises.

Director of research at
Chatham House to speak
Rosemary Holds, director of research at London's
Chatham House, the Royal
Institute of International
Affairs and one of the
world's leading organizations for the analysis ,il
international issues, will
speak at JMU Nov. 10 at
2:30 p.m. in Taylor Hall
room 404.
Hollis' Visiting Scholars
Program lecture is "Iraq
and Iran: Prospects for a
Broader Confrontation."
ph«*>Liiurtrs> ot HOHCARThR
JMU alumnus Bob Carter will start Ms 3,500-mM« Dike trip Nov. 14.

MAHER

Bob Carter will be pedaling three months and 3,500
miles for a purpose that isn't
exercise.
The 1984 JMU grad will
cross nine states while towing
his chocolate lab. Brandy, in
a trailer behind him to raise
money and support for the
High Sierra Foundation's
Katrina Relief Fund.
The High Sierra
Foundation was created to
aid organizations related
to music, art, education
and MVI.II justice. There is
a special fund to help those
affected by hurncanes Katrina
and Rita, especially the New
Orleans music community.
"I want to help keep the
music alive in New Orleans,"
Carter said. "1 really believe
that if the music is taken out
of New Orleans, that city will
die. It iust will not be a city
that people want to go to."
Carter's Pedal with
Purpose campaign has gathered musicians behind rum
like long-time friend and
three-time Grammy-winning
artist, Futureman, of Bela
Fleck and the Flecktones,
who is the official celebrity
spokesperson for the project
Futureman said he thinks

Carter is crazy for riding a
bike cross country, but he supports the cause and the attention Carter is bnnging to it.
"By continuing to talk
about (Katrina relieft it keeps
the attention to where it needs
to be. It's not just a headline,''
Futureman said "When Bob
does something like this, it
gives the cause legs and gives
it a way to live."
Carter's goal is to raise
$250,000 for the High Sierra
Foundation. He began the
"Give Five, Keep the Music
Alive" campaign encouraging everyone to give $5 or
any donabon with the number five in it.
While pedaling for a
purpose. Carter also hopes
to promote healthy lifestyles.
Currently, Carter clocks in
at around 300 pounds. In his
100 days of riding, he hopes
to lose 100 pounds.
"I may be a 'phat' boy
riding," Carter said. "But I
will be a skinny man arriving."
Carter plans to ride 50
miles a day, which would
take him across the country
in 70 days.
"I have been amazed how
once I made the decision to
do this, all of a sudden all
the donations, everything,
started happening," Carter

said.
Greenspeed, manufacturers of recumbent bikes,
donated a GTO recumbent
tnke called a "tadpole." The
bike, which reclines, h.is two
wheels in the front and one
in the back I he tnke that
Carter will be riding is valued at more than $5,000.
The Pedal with Purpose
kickoff will take place Nov.
14 at the Silver Comet
Fountain in Atlanta after the
final shakedown ride from
Tybee Island, Ga. In addition, Futureman will be performing.
Carter hopes to arrive in
San Francisco approximately
three months later.
Carter views his ride as
analogous to that of Tom
Hanks in the movie "Forrest
Gump," who started running
by himself and was joined by
hundreds of others.
"I'm just a normal guy,"
Carter said. "I'm not a
Grammy-winning artist, not
a real famous person doing
this, just a normal guv who
lives in Atlanta, graduated
from JML and saw a need
and thought about what I
can do to make a difference."
Donations can be made
at www.phatboyridinx.iom and
Carter's trip journal will also
be on the site

In the Valley
Dayton's first female ■
major elected yesterday
DAYTON — Judy Way
has been elected the first female mayor in the town of
Dayton's history, the Daily
News-Record reported yesterdayWay, a member of the
Dayton Town Council for the
last seven years, defeated incumbent Mayor LJ. Purcell,
302 votes to 278, according to
the unofficial tally.
Way and Purcell ran as
independents.

World & Nation
Israeli tank shells
kill 18 Palestinians
GAZA — Israeli tank shells
killed 18 Palestinians at a cluster of houses today, igniting
a fury that threatened a steep
escalation in violence, with a
llamas leader calling for retaliation against Israel, the .Veir
York Times reported vesterdav
In response to one of the
largest single losses of life in
years, several top Hamas leader*, i.illed for renewed suicide
bombings inside Israel, after
largely observing a unilateral
(nice it declared a year and a
half ago

Suicide bomber kills
35 soldiers in Pakistan
ISLAMABAD — At least
35 soldiers were killed and dozens were wounded this morning after a suicide bomber blew
himself up at a military training
base in northwestern Pakistan,
according to vesterd.n \ \,-,i
York Times.
There were no immediate
claims of responsibility, but
the attack MMM t<» have come
in retaliation fur last month's
claim by the Pakistani milit.irv
that it had killed about 80 militants in a madrasa, a ntigfolfl
school, in the Bajaur tnbal area,

analysts, .mil offidali Mid
I SM hears arguments on
partial-birth abortion ban
The Supreme Court heard
oral arguments on the federal
partial birth' abortion ban
yesterday, according to the
Washington Post.
hour liberal justices an- considered certain votes against
the law, legal analysts said, and
four conservatives an- expected
to uphold it. The pivotal Bgure
in the' biggest Supreme Court
abortion battle in naif a decade
is Justice Anthony M. Kennedy,
the 711-year-old centnst with an
18-year record of eclecticism
on abortion and other social
issues

-
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JMU students
light up a life
■ . Anx

dally as we have learned about
what First Step stands for and
the ratOUfCM they provide."
A group of JMU students
First Step, which has been in
are giving back to their commuoperation since 1979 is designed
nity by educating both students
to provide shelter, counseling
and ll.trrisonburg residents and
and education for women who
raising money tor domestic vio.ire vu tmis ot domestic abuse.
lence
"Raising recognition for First
learn Rad College Kids, a
step is \er\ important because
group of communication studmany people have connections
ies students, have organized
either with family or friends
"Light up a Life," a fund-raising
H ho UC victims ot domestic vioevent for the organization "First
lence." Parker said.
Step, A Response tO Domestu
I a\ man agreed.
Violence " Team RCK, made up
"When we were exposed
ot five students, organized the
tO the BtafPl passion concernevent tor their
ing domestic
organizational 4 4
violence." he
communicasaid,
"Team
tion data
RCK
wai
The group
/ QYtl SO CXCiteCt for
moved to CM
HHION

contrtoutint writer
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this event, and I
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{Vnal'ha'n
Layman. Sarah
Mills
and

™ldd lOVC tO SCC
JMU Xal\\l aWltlld
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Up A I,.,.
ia heing held

this organization. s„ if ,„„„

Kaleigh King.
and
senior
" to 9 p.m.
A C
Kaithn Parker.
—
JONATHAN LAYMAN
,' pities
who worked
a
with
Nancy
silent auction
Rullman and
• ft liV6 acoustic
their professor,
music by SH
Toni Whittield,
One Records'
to put on the event Rollman,
Doug Roberts, and a represenlean RCK's client, owns and
tative trom hrst Step providoperates an arS-and-i raits bouing information on the issue ot
tique called I he Cottage Oft
women'l violence. The event
South Avenue in Harrisonburg,
Cot) i- 19 and all proceeds go to
which is where the event will
First Step
"I am su tXCited tor this
be held.
"It was originally Mrs
event, and I would love to see
Rollman s idea to support hrst
|\ll rail) around this orgaStep, but I can speak on behalf
nization to do whatever we
<An to help them change lives
of all my teammates when I ia)
— not just on Nov. U, but
that we have taken ownership
on a long-term basis," Layman
and pnde in our work toward
said
this event," Layman said, *espC-

Mte T" *
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The former ACLU lawsuit concerned the acquisition of library and personal records.

ACLU drops
Patriot Act lawsuit
■Y KEILY CONNIFF

staff writer
I he American Civil Liberties Union has
given up its lawsuit that challenged provisions of the controversial Patriot Act.
The lawsuit specifically dealt with
Section 215, popularly known as the "Library
Provision/ a portion of the Patriot Act that
allowed the FBI to seize library or bookstore
records of anyone connected to an invesngation of international terrorism or spying of
U.S. citizens.
Members of the ACLU found fault with
this lection and filed a lawsuit against it In
July 2003. The lawsuit was filed on behalf of
citizens all over the country who believed
their belongings or information about them
had been seized wrongly because of their
ethnicity, religion or political associations.
Earlier this year, the law was revised in
order to allow people whose records and
belongings have been seized to challenge the

claim against them in court.
After this addendum, the ACLU dropped
the lawsuit, instead choosing to focus on
other issues concerning the Patriot \ct and
national security.
The ACLU has won a bona fide legal
victory, but it must not become apathetic
freshman Brandon /ach said. "I believe it
should continue to challenge the Patriot Act
for the sake of civil rights
Despite the dropping of the lawsuit,
student members of the ACLU Bay that this
does not mean that the organization considers it's work done with the Patnot Act.
Dropping the lawsuit is not a sign
that the ACLU is going to stop challenging the Patriot Act," senior Mike Dreyruse
said. "The dropped lawsuit was m [SSPuQJe
to specific provisions in the revised act that
addressed a concern raised by the ACI I
Even though Section 215 was edited,
see AC LI. page 4

Two campus groups get FEB status
■ 1 Jo«DAN FuNUUIURK
staff miter
Mealed debated ensued during
SCA's meeting Tuesday night when
two local organizations, hoth Involved

m promoting equality on campus,
vied lor Kront F.nd Budgeting in order
to have the funds

necesear) next yeai

SGA

for events In the
end, both Madison Tuesday
huualitv and the "
local NAACP chapter were granted
11 B itatui
While still d
small organization. Madison (quality
was able to gamer enough support in

order to receive funding. By the end
ot the presentation, nearly all the senators wished to grant FFB status to
Madison Equality for the first time
The main reason for the decision
was its previous lack of financial
support.
We .ire an organization that does
not have an umbrella organization
— a national organization that can
help us OUt," senior R.J. DeSmedt,
Madis.m Equality co-president, said.
Approval 0i I IB status for the
NAAI P did not go nearly as well
Opponents to reissuing the organization 11 B status mainly cited lackluster
performance compared to other FEB
programs and their ability to obtain
tundlne by other means.

Supporters ot NAACP's status
argued that these funds were not
guaranteed and also tried to note the
similarity of the NAACP's mission
statement to their own.
"Our mission statements ,ire
almost identical," Sen. Dan Stana
(So.) said. "If we take funding away
from a program like this, maybe we
should take funding away from ourselves "
Further controversy erupted when
I von lor an executive decision nearly passed. This would have closed
the doors in the SCJA chambers to
the many supporters who showed
supporting the NAACP, and instead
made confidential who voted for and
against taking away their funding.

The JMU chapter of the NA U P
ended up retaining FFB status with a
vote of 51-8.
" I hisfundingallowsustocreateand
facilitate programs to reach this goal,
senior Jerrine Lee, JMU's NA \i P
president, said
We hope to bring
unity and peace to ever\one. both
on campus and in the greater community "
Following the debate and final
decisions, SGA had 10 constitutional
amendments proposed Along with
these amendments — which will be
voted upon in a few weeks — eight
organizations around campus have
requested program grants lor yearly
funding, with seven receiving recommendations.
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ACLU: Still WAL-MART: SCHEV: JMU's average
finds fault with Prices not
salaries steadily increased
always lower
Patriot Act
SCHEV, fro:

ACLU, from page 3
the ACLU still finds fault with many of the
issues detailed in the Patriot Act, sections that
deal with wiretaps and national security letters
The heart of the matter is that the Patriot
Act gives the government in general and the
executive in particular a virtually free hand to
conduct unwarranted surveillance, search and
seizure," Drey fuss said.
Junior Kevin Flint begs to differ.
"Overall, I think that the Patnot Act is a good
idea, but it definitely can get evasive," he said. "I
think lhat it's important to recognize that some
ot the sacrifices that we make for the Patriot Act
are important in terms of what we get in turn. I'm
willing to sacrifice some things in order to satisfy
some things to increase national security."
Other student members of the ACLU are
slightly disheartened by the decision, wishing
that they had kept fighting with the lawsuit.
"I accept the ACLU's decision with some
reservation," Zach said. "Whereas I acknowledge that reforms have been made to the Patnot
Act limiting the government's free reign on
intelligence gathering, I still vehementlv oppose
the Patriot Act as a whole."
[Miff ACLU chapter is currently in the
process of being reactivated and should be a
recognized JMU club in the near future.

WAL-MART, from front
The program started in the Harrisonburg
Wal-Mart Supercenter, located on Burgess
Road, about a week ago Chau Cao, who has
been a Wal-Mart pharmacist tor six months,
said he has noticed a slight increase in the
amount of customers buying these prescriptions.
'There are millions ol American*, without
insurance and Harrisonburg includes a portion
of those people," Cao said. "People were paving $70on prescriptions, and now they are only
paying $4."
As stated in the press release. Wal-Mart estimates its |,iv\ pn.es on o\ er-the-counler medications will save customers appmximately $20
million on cough, cold and fever medications
this cold and flu season.
Sewell, however, said Wal-Mart's prices
aren't ahva\ l necessanlv lower. The company
tends to have the most expensive prices for
prescriptions not featured on the list, such as
Flo-nase.
Regardless, Sewell said people need to
be careful with their medications. He recommends finding a pharmacist who can work
with patients at all times and run checks ensuring thev get the full benefits from the appntpnate medications.

DONT LET ILLNESS CHANGE YOUR CAREER

37th spot in the nation tor research Virginia leih, the stall's
leading
lesean h
Institution,
managed to drop from 51st in
the nation to SStftL
St HI V also looks to push
Khoob toward hiring higherquiHta staff 1 fu-v recommend
Schools begin to make their pn>fessors' salaries more competi-

better.
>et higher professor salaries
would also mean either highei
tuition or more state appropriations
However; Mime students d<
not see this as a benefit.
"We already have a realK
good faculty," sophomore Ali

Reeder said

["he tuition as IsiE

a big draw tor many people."

ELECTIONS: Margin of
victory narrow in Harrisonburg
ELECTIONS, firm front
William Thomas Webb, i
member ol the IMI (. ollege Republicans and regional political director for the Shenandoah
VaUs) tor the Republican Part]
cited the historical Importance
of the election as one M the pifmary reasons tor the high voter
turnout.
'There hasn't been a change
ot power |in the HOUM'I in 12
veers/" Webb said. *Veoplewere
iust HT\ unhapp) with Bush's
policies, and it drove them to the

polls "
Democrats swung the balance ol power, gaming 27 seats

FLU SHOT

tive with Colleges around the
nation
JMU's average salaries have
steadiK Increased Ins aversac facult) selarj in 2005 was
$W).73I, which saw a jump of
$2,953 the next \ear
I he professors i have now
are i|ualit\ faculty," Howard
said "I don't know win it
would be necessary to bring in

in the House and defeating Re
publicans t»i bn*ak the more th.in
,1 decade-long OOP vue-gnp on
the House.
President ol theJMl College
Democrats Jessica KJUeen said
she hopes Democrats use tins
opportunity to reshape Americas image.
T think the Democrats .inmore open tt> talks, and this will
allow discussions with other
nations to improve our Internationa! relations, she-.aid "lliis
also imalK provides s check on
the Presidi-nt's power
Virginians also passed the
marriage amendment with 57

percentOi voters supporting the
measure thai dehnes marriage
as between one man and one
woman I he margin ot victor}
was slight!) narrower in Harrisonburg. with supporter! oi the
ban accounting tor iust under
^2 percent at the voting population.
Killeen said hopefully the
amendment will one day be
overturned.
It VOU look at the demo
graphic breakdown, vouth voters
bareK supported this measure
she said "It may take 20 or 3t»
yean, but hopeful!) by then our
generation will overturn it."

Boston Beanery
I i w EKR

EMERGICARE
755-A Cantrell Ave. [Next to Hardee's]
Where patients
are sending their
friends

540-432-9996

Get the Boston flavor down soutk,

1/2
1625 East Market St.

Prompt Medical Attention

Minor Injuries + Sprains + X-rays + Mono + Strep Throat
Lacerations + In-House STD Testing
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY + OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon-Fri 9 AM-8 PM + Sat 10 AM-4 PM + Sun 1 PM- 6 PM

Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.433.1870

OFF
any entree with purchase
of beverage.
up to $5.00
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Editor: Brian Goodman
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Through Murky Waters

House Editorial

The American people have spoken
Right
Secretary Rumsfeld's career, President Bush's mandate the latest casualties in Iraq war
budget
moves
bySGA

With former Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld's resignation Wednesday, the Bush administration has finally acknowledged its accountability
to the American public.
After the last two years in which Bush operated with an assumed blank check — a Republican-controlled Congress was supposed to
represent a mandate from the American people.
The midterm election results from Tuesday
sent a clear message to Bush that the American
people were taking that mandate away, and he
reacted appropriately by announcing at a press
conference Wednesday that, after a discussion
between the two, they decided it would be best
to "change leadership in the Pentagon."
Of the many midterm campaign points, none
was more universal than support or condemnation of the Iraq war, and, with even Republicans
fleeing from the president's policies and decisions in order to cling to what seats they could,
it was impossible to miss the dissatisfaction the
public felt with the war.
Bush's press conference betrayed a man at
war with his emotions — he was clearly angered
with the election results, and nghtly so What was
impressive, however, was that he broke character
enough to admit that the public had lost confidence with his policies and. Anally, that he was
willing to change the course he had so emphatically called on the country to stay.
Bush's nomination to replace Rumsfeld,
however, may not put to bed the public's concerns
over leadership in the White House. Robert Gates
is a former George H .W. Bush appointee as director of the CIA and was a career CIA employee
before that. Me was allegedly involved in the
Iran-Contra scandal and, since leaving the CIA,
has been Interim Dean of the George Bush School
of Government and Public Service at Texas A&M
University. As such, he is clearly not a stranger to
the Bushes or Washington politics, though time
will tell whether he is able to separate himself and
provide the new leadership the Department of
Defense sorely needs.
It is commendable that Bush was able to
swallow his pride and admit that there was a
need for leadership. Hopefully Gates, despite
his background, will bring an infusion of new
ideas and strategies that will end the Iraq and
Afghanistan wars.

NAACP, Madison
Equality get frontend budgeted
■V AUX StRNlt
senior writer
Despite what looked to be a contentious evening in the SGA Senate meeting
Tuesday, the senate chose to act responsibly and overwhelmingly approved
tor front-end budgeting status tor two
student groups
The JMU chapter of the NAACP was
threatened with a bill that would have
revoked its status as one of only nine FEB
groups — that is, a group that receive-, to
money from SGA at the beginning of the
fiscal year rather than on a contingency
basis during it. The motives behind this
bill were ostensibly because of a poor
initial presentation by the NAACP before
the finance committee, but passing the
bill would have been an irrational and
harmful abuse of the power SC.A wields
IVfore the meeting, NAACP President
lernne Lee said that she was going to do
her best to show how much the NAACP
impacts campus, and she, with treasurer
Stephanie Reese, did just thai. The report
adequately addressed all the FEB criteria
in its presentation and its reputation on
campus should have preceded it into the
senate chamber
The impact of the NAACP was
briefly and hotly debated, despite

The SGA's role is not to act
as a bureaucratic hindrance
to student organizations, but
rather as an aid for valuable
organizations on campus.
sophomore class Vice-President |eff
Watson's statement that the bill was
not about impact, but about funding.
While true, one of the criteria of FEB
groups is that thev have a "far-reaching
impact," according to the SGA constitution. The impact was debated by Ashby
Mall senator Sarah Pifteres, but mercifully, the senate was apparently more
moved by comments such as those from
College of Arts and Letters senator Dan
Stana that "For (the SGAl to cut funding is almost an oxymoron... our mission statements [in regard to diversity)
are almost identical. If we cut [NAACP|
funding, should we not cut funding to
ourselves'' His observations are correct
and the vote was overwhelming.
The SGA also overwhelmingly voted
to add Madison Equality as the 10th FEB
group and hrst m at least the last four
years, SGA Treasurer Robert Burden said
The group is well-deserving, but the
three people who spoke in debate — all
in favor — contrasts sharply with the reception the NAACP received when both
organizations made similar presentations.
The SGA made two good move-- in
approving these two groups and should
take a lesson from the proceedings — the
SGA'l n »lf is not to M t as | bureaucratic
hindrance to student organizations, but
rather as an aid lor valuable organizations on campus. If the SGA continues in
the spirit of its voting Im-sday night, it
will prove that it has learned this lesson.
Alex Sirney k a Mfffor anthro\tology and
SMAD major.

The Writing on the Wall

The acceptance speech of
the marraige amendment
Ballot Question #1 thanks you for your vote
■v BRIAN GOODMAN
opinion editor
Thank you.
Well, we did it, ladies and gentlemen — we
did it! You've done it!
Oh, Virginia. There are many who are responsible for the victory we have experienced tonight
To thank them all would take more time than we
now have.
But the true actors, the true winners tonight,
are you, the voters of Virginia, who chose to add
me to your state constitution. It was your irrational fear, your religious zealotry and your blatant
hatred that made this night possible.
This great state of Virginia has a glorious,
long-standing tradition of using religious arguments and stales' rights issues to discriminate
against minorities. I am glad to see that this
illustrious tradition is as alive and well in 2006 as
it was in 1906!
1 \rr Mnie those meddling activist |udges on
the Supreme Court killed off our dear friend Jim
Crow, the good people of the South have been
locked in an epic struggle with the federal principalities and powers that seek to destroy our right
of sell-determination, and determination over
other people. Tonight, my victory proves that the
battle is far from over The South will rise again'
To my supporters, I say congratulations! This
victory is yours as much as it is mine. We have
made it clear that we will protect our children
from diversity at any cost. While homosexuality

may still be legal, do not minimize the impact I
am going to have on the state constitution. This
is a great step forward in our quest to rid the
world of difference.
At this time, I also feel compelled to address
our former friend and active supporter, Ted Haggard Ted, even though your benavior has made
you an abominable stench in the nose of all that
is good and right, your years of dedicated service
against gay marriage has not been forgotten. Disgraced and hypocritical though you may be, your
works have earned you a place of prominence
in the great commonwealth of Virginia. You are
always welcome in this great land, at least until
my sister amendment — defining travel on state
roads as being only for men who love women
— gets passed; we must, after all, protect the
sanctity of our streets.
And to the 43 percent of Virginians who did
not vote for me, don't worry. Provided you are of
good, heterosexual stock, I look forward to working with you in a bipartisan manner in the future. A house divided cannot stand, and as long
as you're not gay — and therefore not a domestic
entity — we are all in the same house.
Again, Virginia, thank you for your vote.
With my passage into the state constitution, you
Inn e successfully made homosexuals the new
blacks. We have much homophobic discrimination to catch up on in this state; let's roll up our
sleeves and get to work.
Brian Goodman is a tongue-in-cheek senior communications major.

Tlirough the Looking Glass

Where have all the good courses gone?
So many unrelated General Education classes, so little time
■Y SARAH DTIIA

staff writer

\

My palms are sweaty as I wait for the
results to pop up on my screen. These next
few moments will dictate a new year with
the hope of fulfilling my passions, interests,
desires and ultimately satisfy mv looming
future I stare and wait to see who will he b«-st
fit to represent my ideas and most prepared
for the |ob The clock has just struck 9:H
a.m. and e-campus is ready and hopefully
not liable to , rash tor the next 20 minutes as
I scramble like eggs on a Sunday morning to
pick mv classes for the impending semester
Keezell and Duke Hall are my second and
third homes where I pitch tent quite frequently. Us English majors congregate within the
walls of Kef/ell and discuM the books we'd
rather be reading and in Duke, the art we'd
rather be studying But these discrepancies

within our majors can be overlooked, for there
is a light at the end of the tunnel; while we
must endure reading Of studying subjects we
may not be too thrilled about now, they eventually bring us closer to what we are passionate about. Nevertheless, these GenEds are truly
killing my college experience buzz, as I have to
worry more about fulfilling the dreaded Cluster Tnree rather than getting into a Baroque art
class I need for my art history major Clearly,
playing in a science lab for hours with a dead
frog in slimy, yellow-colored water is worth
the rising costs of tuition.
I understand that JMU finds it important
for its students to leave as enlightened, welleducated and knowledgeable citizens versatile in many different subjects — but ironically enough, there appears to be a problem
with the math.
, (,f \ I l>

Submit Darts & Pats online at thebreeze.org or e-mail submissions to
breezedpfhotinail.com.
Darts & Pats are subntitted anonumoushj and art
printed on a spacr-avadablc h»is Submissions art
based upon one person s opinion of a gnrn situation.
penmoreimt.anddonotneirssanhjnjuxlthetmth.

A"can-be-used-in-a-vanety-of-ways"
pat to TV Breeze for doubling as an umbrella
dunng a two-mile trek home in the rain.
Form a waterlogged junior who missed
the bus home on Tuesday and was grateful for
your versatility.

A "way-to-oppress" dart to the commonwealth of Virginia for not allowing me to
man-)' the man of my dreams.
From a junior man who thought that Virginia was for lovers.

A "that-doesn't-deserve-part-of-thesidewalk" pat to the biker wno deliberately
collided with a George Allen lawn sign.
From an Ohio-born jMU senior who is glad
he didn t have to cast his ballot in Virginia.

A "why-do-you-hate-America?" dart
to Gail "For Rail" Parker for stealing
votes from the mainstream candidates,
when everyone knew you would be pwnd
like a nOOb.
From a senior physics major who, regardless
of what the founding fathers intended, believes in
tlie two-party system.

An "up-up-down-down-left-right-leftright-B-A-select-start" pat to the Marching
Royal Dukes for playing classic Nintendo
songs at the football game.
From an alumnus who caught the game
on TV and appreciated the nod to Super Mario
Bros., Tetrts and more.

A "thanks-for-removing-the-decorations" pat to whoever took down the tampon hanging on a tree in front of Dukes for
the last two months.
From a grateful student who would like to
eat his ravioli without having to look at dangling
feminine ptihiui i •<
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Letters to the Editor
Differentiate between 'anti-Semitism'and 'anti-Zionism'
I w anted lo put i>n the record mv objection to the
. hnderizMkm In public relations of tlv lecture by Ilka
Scnreedec former!) of the Bunxmn Parliament, the
univcisll) i promotfon of the address lusaesti th.it she
would bespeaking on "Antt-Senvueni." >et, when I md
further in the pica release, she stated her topic M "anti-/ioruam and other polios n-i.iti\i to the state ot brat
onism. ,iiid opp*.sition to that ideol«y,v,d»vs not make one
.Hiti-S'mitu' as implicitly suggested; nor dtvs opposition
to the domestic or foreign political \\ iKdea 14 the MM ol
Israel. I am opposed to both Zionist phllosaph) and to
MOW of the State conduct of Israel I nave no pn>blem with
either the people ot Israel (who an- |ewish and non-Jewish ' or ludaism itself. Wh.il concerns me is both the beak
iv ademk matter ol accuracy as well as tin1 not-so-subtle
intellectual impicatiomcl equating opposition to the state
of Israel Ithe political entit\ ) or to Zionist philosopln .is
anti-SemlUsm I his is analogous to the fallacious idea that
cntu|inng the L S government malOM ) OU cxistentjallv
.inti-AitHTu .in " At an educational institution, I expect
much better than sudi ncHiottcriam.
I he Rev I >r \ikitah Okembe-RA Imani
asMO.ite pfufaeSOf ot sociology and Afncana studies

Radical revolutionaries or absolute idiots?
Although I agree with e ndg feuadsrehfa point that
( heGuevara Eeniit w nawiw aw uaiajkaij ignorant
ty.ument Eaon tlv tm-vitable flaw ot being
totally unconvincing, and in the end his uh-mur-ica Rut
apptoach onh aerves to embolden Qua* an bt en. Rather
than pick at the holes of Mr hnkelstein \ piece, h. *\% si ea
I would like to focua on the point that a somewhat more
imaginative person might have noticed: the irony factor of
turning a communist figure's image Mo a nuiss-pnduced
pOp-CURUie I-shirt tor the consumptii toot "n-volution.irv"
bouigeoiskkb la thiough the IOOAC^ Guevara MM
wearers your tgnOfnOgOl Marxist thoUgN has Iwn duly
noted. PWaaedousaOa la\oramlstopimmediatelv.>ou
may h.n*';'issi\l otf vour parents, mavhe even received
attention Ironi a conservative principal when vou were in
high achoot It might even he tlv CBSC that vou caught the
.. ule girl who thought vou were edgv and rebellious, y^ somehow a total romantic at the earns Urns. Hut
vou don't tool me. 1 know you bought that shirt for $15 at
the mall and then stopped for a Starbucks coffee or Chipotle
burnto (prepared bv some guv without a 1,11.) who's onh
n orkmg tin-re because hi' can t attord not to) hetore heading
home. >our Marxist ..red is like zero, dude!

CSfl wear a shirt with this man's face on it? Yet no one gets
hassh-d when they do, because they are patriotic. I wonder
what I mkclstein sees when he kioks around campus and
sees students dnving SL'Vs? Terronsts increasing our
need for foreign oil? I doubt it. Don't get me wrong, I love
\menea, the only reason I tell you this is because I'm sure I
would be seen as a hippie-liberal terronst if I don't. Really
flow many (.uevara shirts have vou seen on this campus?
Sounds to me like someone |ust v\ anted to w nte and nave
their name published. Maybe these people wearing Cue\ an shirts read "Motorcycle Diaries" and happen to like it
s.» please don't question someone's morals or say thev hate
Amerk a becauaa of what thev wear. And I wonder whv
s. >nus >m' win > is so patriotic isn't ott fighting for freedom
for the greatest nation in the world? But its OK I'm sure he
has.i vellow ribbon on the back of his uu.
NickWalthall
junior leisure studies ma|or

MS Sleepout thanks community for support
I am venting on behalf of Phi Sigma Pi, an honors
fraterntt) at |MU. I am the philanthropy chairperson,
and I would like to take the time to thank everyone who
helped a »i itnhute to our annual MS Sleepout, which was
recently held from Oct. 26 to 27. IXinng this time, we
Stayed on thecornrnomforM hours and raised money
lor Multiple Vlerosis, a disease that affects the central
nervoua System Without the help ol our sponsors,
donors and the groups who performed on the aim mi stS
u i renerate .i crowd, we would not have had one of our
most ■ucceaaful MSSIeepouts!
Thanks to sp.aVM>rs like v Hitback Steakhouse, Ham's,
I diversity Outpost, IHOPand Texas Roadhouse, we wenable to rattle ott some amazing pn/es and encourage even
higher d»'nations We also wen- very grateful to Exit 245,
i ow Key, Madison Protect Madison I lance, IheBlueiTonea, and Hreakdana* Club for their wonderful perlorII tare SB and enthusiasm in helping our cause
I would especially hke to thank Breakdana- Gub for a
v en, geix*nius d« nation that they gave toward the National
MSSo«-t\ [he) wen- soenthusiustu about raising money
t« 'i MS. ami because of them, wean- able to donate more
money than ever toward our cause. Their support and the
pamiipatuin of everyone else wen* outstanding, ami I wanted ti i let the |ML' awnmunirv know how grateful we are.
fessi Groover
senior English major

Halloween should be a holiday ot mystery, not misogyny
I ireg Haugan
junior international affairs major

Don't limit the rhetoric war to T-shirt*
I have to agree with Cnug I-mkeistein \ letter in the
Nov. 2 issue I a 1 \m Brent I think he must be nght; anyone
wearing a Che Guevara shirt lutes Amenta and clearlv
H ants to commit |ihad. He says Guevara is a tyrannical
lunatic w ho committed mthlgsi acts that mvorved torture,
executions and carnage all in the name ot a political cause.
Sounds Ike someone dael know, maybe you have heard
ol him'Only he did allot this tur' freedom." Heranpnv
I I where individuals wen'tortured without |Ust cause
and sentenced victims without any trial, they are called
Abu Chraib and Ciuantilnamo Bay I wonder how anyone

In the past month I am sure everyone has seen plenty
of horrifying sights \t), I don't mean the dramatic
"I aguna Beach'' girls or scary movies, I am talking about
the large mafonty of people who feel the need to dress up
like they're Pamela Anderson on Halloween. Honestly,
is it really neiess.ir\ inompletelv n?veal those 20-yearold perky parts' Maybe for some, but those "Pamelas"
should expect a lot of comments being tossed in their
direction from time to time, and not necessanlv flattenng
ones. A ven .lose tnend of mine put it well, stating that
"people have 10 leave something to the imagination." She
couldn't he more nght.
Then then* an- alwava tiSose girls win»think they have
the body of Pamela but really don't This is the one truh
horrifying sight The others are now considered alktwed
to hare themseh »-s iust so long as these girls understand

that it s not fun to have people make fun of vou with no
glimmer of envy tossed in with the disgust, this situation
is just straight out of a fat card from Spencers, which mav
be funny to some, but why put yourself thmugh such hell?
There is such a thing as tasteful exposure, and 1 think
that more of such exposure should be practiasd during
the Halloween season. Enough showing tix> much of
your treats, girls. Baring a little deawaea is alw av | fun for
the guys, and showing some leg never hurt anyone. But
as mv friend would put it, "leave a little to the imagination." And please, calm down on the impersonation ot
fulia Roberts in "Pn-tty Woman."
Sarah Mead
sophomore communications ma|or

Time to rc-evaluate ESL programs in public schools
Children bom in the United States should speak English, even if their home em ininment does not. The children of immigrants should have the same opportunity to
succeed in our schools by having the proper expi >sti t\- u •
English through the school systems, or the ESL program.
Money is wasted if these students have to repeat the
grade because they did not understand the language the
first time around. The taxpayers anild use this money for
other needs. There are several Web sites devoted to teacher
aids and ESI information through the Internet such as itt,\I
orjt, (sWofromi, edjivuliom, and >ialr.or$. By redirecting
funds into the ESI. program, there will be less crow ding
in the schtx>I\ because students progress. If the language
bamer holds the ESL students, when the local schixil N audl
evaluate tlie projected population growth, these students
who an* repeating are n\xHinted. The distnets mav he overestimating their needed gmwth plans.
I he people who are not involved with ESI, will protest
against helping this pn »gram «>v er other school pn>grams.
but this w ill .lls.) impn iv ,• S )| V1 ,n^, and axild be the
difference of a school passing or failing. We should ask
any helpful organizations irvat an looking for aimmunirv
service ti> help better the semxils bv donating computers or
pnnttTcartndgestotK's,-. laatai ^Veshciuldcometitgc'thiT
as a countn and become unified through the s*ix« >ls
Jennifer Matheme
senior English major

Editorial Policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published in V-u
Brerze are welcomed and encouragixl. letters should be
no longer than 250 words, must include a phone number
for verification and can be e-mailed to or«nion*',f/K*nYzr.
orjf or mailed to MSC 68(15 Gl, Anthony-Seeger 1 lall. I lar
risonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze reserves the nght to edit all
submissions for length and grammatical style.
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
board as a whole, and is not necessarily the optnion of
anu indiviudal staff member of Th* Breeze.
I ditonal Board:
Matthew Stoss, editor in chief
Caite White, managing editor
Bnan (joodman, opinion editor

The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff or
fames Madison University,

GEN ED:
Make us
'wellrounded'
<// \

ID.

from paged

I Vpending on w hat "packata a students picks, results
in the various class*-, that must
betaken in theameentrationol
math and idanCS. Most liberal
arts majors like myself pick lucky
letter A, onlj requinng one math
class — but fiere's no getting
around the ti o science classes
plus a possible lab,' according
to the |ML \vVb site, totaling
lOaedlthoun Ihen-an'other
p» aBBBl tvaya Of working within
( luster Ihree. as a new alternative was given out for the fall 2006
semester, yet the\fact remains that
inmiotherdustiWat|ML CtoM
one have to take as many classes
to fulfill tlie requirement. I figured
that out all on mytiwn without
the help of Ousted I hree. but from
math drilled into nSv head from
high schcxj, middle School and
evenerementary; II) credit hours
is tlie greatest amount of classes
tiiat an\' of the clusters demand
from a student, erg^ througliout
theamrseof m\ general education, I will be devoting the most
time to a combination ol math and
science — neither remotely close
to what mv majors entail.

While m admit that the BAT
and HHS buildings do give me the
creeps, I'm not quite at tile point
of gathenng the entire village of
Hamsonhurg, pulling a I r.uiken
stem, .ind burning the structures
to the ground. The question of
why a well-rounded education
consists of an exorbitant amount
of i lass,-, dedicated to one area of
studv boggles mv mind. It's true
that mm' credit hi >urs an1 needed
to fulfill Cluster Two: Arts and
Humanities, but within that one
cluster, there are nan different
eategones that otter at least seven
different classes to chose from.
If JMU would like to expand the
Central requirements for science
and math man,rv lor Cluster Two,
give me a nng
I have a great
number of books to recommend
and puves ol a rt to go see — just
not until I have unraveled Package
A and allot llsglones.
Sarah I V/w is an English and
art hhlory major who know* 1*1=2,
and tliat tiie uvrld is round

THE X-RAY PRDJ
INSIDE TERRORISM

Carrier Library November 5th - 20th

Ihn program n generously funded by the ICC Israel
A< lion Grant Pro/eel and supported by Morris B. Squire

Contact Jacob Forstater (forstaih^jmuedu)for more information
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The true tale of a Midwestet
town after the tragic hate crime
that led to the murder of a
homosexual college student

IY AIAM LOWE

continuing writer

hen a small Midwest town is faced with
a brutal murder considered to be a hate
ffime against homosexual University of Wyoming stucent Matthew Shepard, it seems everyone has a story to
t'll Armed with a powerful and moving script, as well
e exceptionally terrific actors, the JMU School of The*re and Dance opened its production of "The Laramie
Froject" Tuesday night. Written by Moises Kaufman
and the members of Tectonic Theater Project, it retells
he tragic events surrounding the brutal murder.
The eight actors brought more than 60 different
ciaracters' perspectives and insights to the heartbreaking story that unfolded in 1998 in the quiet town
a Laramie, Wyo. Especially noteworthy performances

were by junior Asher Nicholson and sophomore Lauren Ramsey. The two actors provided pure characterizations as they shed all their personal idiosyncrasies
for those of the characters they portrayed.
According to director Roger Hall during the questionand-answer session following the performance, the actors
performed in a style much like "a reader's theater piece,"
often speaking their parts to no one in particular except
the audience. Written in the style of "moment work,"
many of the scenes would have several seemingly unrelated stories taking place at the same time, but connected
with similar underlying themes, Hall said.
The technical aspects of the show were minimal, ensuring that the audience's main focus was on the actors
and story. Train whistles, howling winds, gospel music
and bar-room noise provided the perfect ambiance, adding just enough theatrical realism to the scene. Each actor's costume generally remained the same throughout
the show, adding only an article of clothing or two with
the onset of each different character from Laramie.
The lighting artistically and simplistically set the
tone, casting shadows on some of the psychologically

"T>

darker characters whil.
thrown into the publn
etal wood frames dominated th.
an overbearing presence that seemed to \
part of the show that hindered the sepat
"moment work."
Often the scone's dramatic integrity would be«
mised by distracting upstage action, whether by i
tor preparing for the next scene, rotating tin
frames, or the montage of comprehensive footage I
from the original media coverage.
Though the events took place more than eight I
ago in the Midwest, "The Laramie Project's" subject matter is still very relevant to JMU students today. Hall points
out this situation occurred "in the lifetime of students ...
at a college campus, to a college student, in a town not
very different from size than Harrisonburg."
The show runs in Duke Hall's Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre through Saturday, Nov. 11 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $8 for
general admission and $6 for JAC Card holders, senior
citizens and children under 12 (though the show is recommended for mature audiences only.)
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'Fast Food Nation' brings light
Review

to underbelly of food franchises
New controversial documentary has kinks to work out
rv SCAN SANTIAGO
(''-((•i'.'.'i'iy wrttn
There's no denying the ill effects of an
unhealthy diet. "Super Size Me," Morgan
Spurlock's 2004 documentary chronicling
his 30-day diet of every item on the McDonald's menu, attests to this fact. This
month's "Fast Food Nation." based on
Eric Schlosser's best-soiling non-fiction
book, again deals with the ghastly health
repercussions of fast-food culture, yet
takes the discussion one step further by focusing on the seedy
underbelly of the big businesses
that sustain it.
Fast-food franchises are
microcosms of the American
economic structure that
sets precedent for the
worst repercussions of
capitalism. The truth
of the matter is that
french fries represent the oppression of the lower
classes.
In "Fast Food
Nation." responsibility rests in
the hands of the
careless monopolies that (poorly)
run
the
meatpacking plants and
provide nationwide
chains with the frozen
patties they reheat on
their oversized grills. These
same corporations hire illegal
immigrants to work the dangerous meat-packing plants so that they
cannot be sued or expected to compensate for accidental maiming or deaths.
These are the same corporation! that
breed hundreds of thousands of cows
on mega-farms that quickly put small
family ranches out of business. Corners are cut, profits are made, and in
the end, the poor are exploited n some
way or another.
"Fast Food Nation" auteur Richard
Linklater and Schlosser took the advice
of BBC's Jeremy Thomas, and shot the
film as a fictitious narrative with a focus
on character development. Turning the

book into a documentary, as would seem
the natural progression, proved an unattainable goal due to Hollywood studio
ties with fast-food companies (e.g. toy
deals). Unfortunately, tnis undermines
their effort to put a human face on the
lives forsaken by impersonal business
strategies.
Instead of an affecting drama in which
the intertwined stones of the main character's reflects the serious moral destitution

i*-*,

C

well have faced the camera and read off the
list of interesting facts their character was
charged with informing us about.
It is a shame that these personal stories lack resonance because the film's
message is an important one. Not all is
lost though, thanks to Catalina Sandino
Moreno, best known for her role in 'Maria Full of Grace," who delivers the film's
most poignant performance as Mexican
immigrant Sylvia. Turned off from factor)
work by the ghastly conditions, she takes
up a lower-paying fob as a hotel maid
only to find herself desperate for cash as
the pitfalls of hard labor take their toll on
her family. Wilmer Valdcrrama ("That
'70s Show") shows some acting chops
as her hard-working husband, but
the presence of "Fez," along
with random cameos from
Bruce Willis and Avril
Lavigne (yes, Avril
Lavigne),
plOVCf
more distracting
then anything
else.
The rest
Of ihe plot
is
sur^
pn singly
inconsequential.
Fictional
fast
food
chainMickey's
has
introduced
a new burg^^*
er entitled the
^^
"Big One," which
serves -is a launching
pad for all of the .liar
acters to learn about, takes
stances on and generally vilifies
the fastOfood industry. Greg Kinnear
takes center stage for half the movie and
then drops off the face of the earth after
his character's potential for revealing
dark facts about business malpractice
runs out. While the movie is decidedly spotty, l.inklater and BchlOMt! IN
both deeply concerned about national
health, the oppression of the poor and
the repulsing greed of global conglomerates. But if you are really interested
in America's fast-food fetish, bite the
"big one;" read the book.

A

jraphic by LAUREN PACKET dim-lur

big businesses endorse, audiences get one
deeply sad, horrifying look at immigration
intercut with a senes of cheesy public service announcements that play out like a contrived after-school special about the dangers
of fatty acids and irresponsible labor laws.
The movie devolves into a chain of insipid
dialogues decrying the consequences of the
fast-food industry, and the actors might as

JFT
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'Anomaly' presents
daring snowboarding,
skiing achievements

Teton Gravity Research showcases
daredevil pro athletes in new film
BY LINDSAY OIDIIMO

contributing writer

t.ei ntd) to take a frontrow seat In witness some or
the most dangemus ski tru lu
ever performed. On luesday
Nov. u, leion Gravity Rtsear.h will launch "Anomaly."
its latest 60-minuta highdefinition ski and snow hoard him
in C.ratton-Movall theatre
The Anomaly Film Tour
showcases astminding abilities ot
U >da\ 's ti >p winter athkies as they
test the limits ot what is humanly
powiihle. Ihe bravest skiers and
snow hoarders will embark on
some ot Ute most intense adventures tOOm the globe, trawling
to some ot the world's largest and
most difficult untracked mountain terrains in locations such as
tapen, Switzerland, Bntish Columlia. Iap.ni and France.
teton Gravity RCMtfdl
is the premier action sports
entertainment and produifan team in the United States,
which consists of many ot the
too rr»oy,ni/ed
professional
athletes. Wati h in awe as skiers and snow boarders lerenn
Jones continues his daredevil
adventures in Alaska. Chns
Collins masters a triple back
flip, and |anue Pierre survives
a world record 23 atOiy free fall.
(Think of this as lumping ofl
the root ol 12 ot \our houses
piled on top Of one another!)
Fven it you're not interested
in the sport of skiing, the ability
to witness thesv sho. king en
deavors will still be a remarkable experience. Their stunts
and trev-talh will leave audiences in awe as they perform
risky feats. The tour allows fog
viewers personal insight into
the minds of these talented skiers .is they bravely dare fearful,
astonishing truks
"In ltal\ and France I skied
off some l,000-plus-to,»t ,ints.
Hid skier t nek Koner when

asked to share lus most niemorabk- moments dunng his career.
TCR has produced 18
mternationalh known and
award-winning films suih as
"Soul Purpose" and "High
I ire" and has even filmed for
national commercials such as
\iss.in. I nergi/er. Sprite and
GatDIlde. The compam also
works closely with the industry's top publications; < Hittkk
Mtgaim Surftr, Siti MMBAMJ
MmMul GeognpHt Atiimturt
and Sport-i Illustrated.
Its team ».insists ot both
men and women who have
become close triends alter skiing It some ol the most amazing places in the world while
getting paid for it
Skier Dylan Hood said he
sometimes doesn't (eel like a
professional
I look around and see the
people t am riding next to,
and then 1 teel pro, because of
them, Hood said
Tickets tor the show cost $5
and all the pfOCOadi go toward
the preservation ot outdoor
area- I R] ( \ adventure program is promoting the ewnt.
and adventure graduate as
sistant Bnan Ricketts said
Anomaly is worth seeing
'it's gomg to be aweaoma,"
Ricketts said We get to watch
a gn'at film and help pntfect
our local outdoor areas all at the
same tune."
The event is being spunsored by Function Fou r Sports,
which will he giving awav
free pn/es I he film .ertainh
gives credibility to its name,
'Anomaly." as it provides a
departure troni the ordinary
and regular form of skiing
11 you're interested in
watching intense skiing and
snowboarding that will get
your adrenaline
pumping,
make sure to. heck out "Anomaly luesd.u, \o\ 14 at 7 pni
at l.ration SUn.ill theatre
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SUPER CROSSWORD
l AND AFTER
ACROSS
I Waits and all
5 Model Beverly
10 Deaert growth
IS 27th president
19 Comic Carvey
20 Fills the hold
: I TV's "Full-"
22 Sutherland solo
23 HEAD STARTS
27 Dogpatcfl's Daisy 28 Patriot Nathan
29 Sherwood sight
Ml Moscow moola
31 Workbench attachment
32 Crocc's Mr. Brown
I I.xpert
M Wnter Rand
37 Medical measure
40 Chalice accessory
41 Hammer feature
42-gobragh!"
43 Pres Bush. e.g.
44 Ubiquitous infinitive
45 Loser's locale
48 PRE SETS
55 Make wine divine
56 Diminish
57 Tic
58 Bob of 21 Across
59 - polloi
60 Join the leisure class?
62 Lei up
63 "SNL' bit
67 "Gross!"
0 Marathon-" ('76 filml
70 Unduly
72 "Como - usted?"
73 Most docile
75 Joins forces
78 Lear, to Cordelia
80 Missouri mountain
range
81 Jcrgens or Astaire
82 Intimate
84 kwon do
87 HAPPY ENDINGS
91 Long or Peeplcs
92 Caffeine effect
93 "Trinity" author
94 A speck with wings
95 Connecticut campus
96 Cardiff's country
98 French philosopher
IflO Light touch
103 Silence a squeaker
104 He had a golden touch
105 Insect stage
106 Soothe
l"8 Welles role
n "Clothing
110 Sound like a hound
113 GRAND FINALES
M9Gcraint'slady
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120 Crazy as 121 Actress Witherspoon
122 At any time
123 Contradict
124 Neon125 Mideast nation
126 "Saving Private-'
('98 film)
DOWN
1 Eliot's "- Bcdc"
2 Wnter Paretvky
3 Memo start
4 -Tome
5 Delight
6 Scout rank
7 Add fnnge
8 Aspin or Paul
9 Sixth sense
10 Rose of 11 Actor Wendell
12 Discourteous
13 Take advantage of
14 "Golden Girl" Arthur
15 Forbidden
]'. Antilles isle
17 Stable youngster
18 Spoken for
24 Bntish pol
25 Raisond'26 Sleuth Nancy
31 Delivery trucks
32 Cavalry soldier
33 Decorate glass

I'S

Ptua Evan More Hot Sellara. Hke Jimmy Butfett. Decemberista.
Diddy, Bob Dylan, the Killers. Uoyd. Ludachs. ad Crow Medicine Show. Primm, & More.
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RRj
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1116 111'

Si

■
34 Philatelist's purchase
35 Columnist Herb
37-vu
38 Northwestern st
39 Location
40 Brad of "The Mexican"
41 Pamper
43CookClaibome
44 Obsolete title
45 Musty
46 Summons electronically
47 Actor's actor?
49 - -jongg
50 Approximately
51 They're what's left
52 Book part
53 Vane dir
54 Sundance's sweetie
61 Post or Dickinson
62 Sunday supper
63 Stash
64 "On the Waterfront"
director
65 Japanese porcelain
66 - Iirnu

68 Act like Vikings'1
71 Effluvia
74 Enjoy the Alps
76 Uncluttered
77 A great many
79Strauss'"-Rosenkavalier"
81 On - (doing great)

1

"

rrr TT
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Kroger Shopping Center
179096 £. Mmrkey St
MS lOOXSun 1Sf,
4340999

.»

83 Baseball's Apancio
84 Add color
85 Fruit-tree spray
86 Punta del 88 California resort
89 A shake in the grass?
90 Taj town
95 Mr. Ma
96 Actress Ryder
97 125 Across'city
98 Unexpected
99 Lhasa
100 Sealed
101 Skirt shape
102 Unadorned
104 Hardy's "The-of
Casterbndgc"
105 Vital sign
107 He's Devine
108 It may he square
109 See 118 Down
110 Bunch of birds
111 Bailiwick
112 Knitter's need
114 Purrfect pef
115 Barley beverage
116 Summon mommy
117 Bray beginning
118 With 109 Down, a
way to pay
Stetfldqr-t
■mwri online at
thrltrmtA'r-t

WHAT A RECORD STORE SHOULD BE'
Limt C—h1 Soil Us Your OVDm.
Vidmo tiammm S V*iy4t
0plsn9mumJC.com

Caribbean Tan
Caribbean Tan

1

NOVEMBER SPECIAL

' Buy 1 Month of Tanning,
I Get a $20 gift card
Offer good at both Harnsonburg locations

I

CaribbMn Tan

|

Buy for 2007
Unlimited Tanning Now,

I

Tan For Free

.The Rest of 2006 When You
1
Buy this Package
Offer good at both Harnsonburg location

EXPANDING FOR JMU'S CONVENIENCE!
2 NEW locations coming soon across from
JMU's main entrance and in Bridge water!
Store Hours
Monday-Friday: 9am-10pm, Saturday: 10am-8pm, Sunday: 12pm-8pm

JAC Cards Accepted!
Food Lion Shopping Center
433-9989

Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center
438-9989

Contact us for more Information
virtual tours online at:

www.sunchase.net

I* M

540-442-4800

fsV

Bdkor John (ialk
l-Alitur: Brian Hanscn
hreezes[wrls<& hulmuilI om
(5401 S6S-6709
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Dukes heading north
JMU will take on
Villanova in an
A-10 showdown
BV BRIAN HANSFN

sports editor

FVAN DYSON//Wr !**■
Senior cross-country runner Dena
Spickard became the fifth JMU
runner to win the CAA In the last
six years.

Senior
runner
wins CAA
Spickard returns
from injury to win
conference title
in CAROUSE
staff'writer

MORRIS

I ,ist vear. |unior iross-countr\
runner Dena Spickard was at UREC,
lehabbtng .1 stress Encturt in her left
fuot while the rest ot her team was
at the Colonial Athletic Association
Championships.
I was on the elliptical machine
■ii the exact time thev started, 10 a.m.,
and I was like Then they go,' Spickard said. "It was so hard."
One \e.ir later, Spickard found
herselt trussing the tinish line first at
the CAA Championships in Newark.
Del, with a time of 21 minutes, 34 sec
oiuls Her time helped the team tinish
in third place.
I was ready. I WM excited about
racing," Spickard said. "I kind of
knew the CDUfMb but it was my type
ot count
hill\ and rolling. You
were bv voUfteU for a lot of the time;
then a eren't sptctatort everywhere.
I think that gave me an edge."
William ft Man is traditionally
the powerhouse team of the conference, and though Spickard was deh
nlterj a contender fat the title, she
• B tO haVf to get natl I hand
fall ot the tribe s elite runners
' I he Bjtrl that I beat, Meghan Hish
op was nVOTCd to win," the Marion,
native said. "Throughout the race,
William ii Man tans were like, ''I his is
row title, this is youf race, vou've got

it And i was like'No, ihedotan'tT
Spickard has been emerging as a
premier runner all season. On Sept 29,
she finished IOth out ot 2S7 runners at
the Paul Short Invitational in Bethlehem, Pa. Her performance earned her
CAA Runner ot the Week
(ML coach Mark Kinker is happ\
with Spickard's re. ent progress, but
unlike others in the cross-country
world, who until this year had never
heard ot her. he isn't surprised

'She wat conference champion
in the 1U,UX> meters in track |her
sophomore year) and that was kind
of a glimpse of maybe what she was
capable ot doing as things progressed
on," Rinker said "Last year, with the
stress fracture in the fall, it curtailed
that improvement "
Spickard s injury last year came
.il | kev time in her development
1 lie. rote country program, designed
b) Kinker. takes is months I v tore
runners realK begin to see improvement spickard had only begun to
show what she was capable ot when
she fractured her tool in August she
mined the entire season and wouldn't
reioin the team tor practice until November.
I hat was pfobabh the hardest
thing I've had to do, Spukard said
of her rehab '< letting up it six m the
morning and going to the pool, biking, watching mv teammates leave
you see everyone else progress and
you're just stuck here.'
5pk kaid's rehab lias paid off.
I his weekend she will head to I ouisville, Kv. to lompete in the NCAA
Southeast Kegionals While her goal

With the playoffs on the horizon
the JMU football team (8-1 overall,
6-0 in the Atlantic 10) hits the road
for its final two games ot the season
This weekend, the Dukes make the
trip up to Villanova to take on one of
the hotter teams in the A-10.
"They're kind of under the radar
■crtCfl right now,'' |MU coach Mickey Matthews said. 'They went down
and won at William & Marv, and all
of us know how difficult it is to win
at William & Mary,
and then they very

decidedly

beat

Football

Richmond last Sat- Saturday
urdav."
JMU at Villanova
the
Wildcats 1 p.m.
sit in third place Villanova
in the A-10 South Stadium
at 4-5 overall and
3-3 in the conference. They jumped
out to a 28-0 lead on Richmond and
held on to win 31-21 while rushing
for 289 yards against a ver\ tough
Spiders defense
"We're not going to overlook
them." Matthews said. "They have
as much momentum as am one In
the league."
Villanova is led by senior quarterback Marvin Burroughs, who
broke his arm in the first game last
year and missed the rest ot the season. This season Burroughs Ii r 1 ~2~
yards and nine touchdowns while
also running for 2% yards and six
touchdowns.
"|Burroughs| has been running the option prettv we
junior
free safetv Ton
LeZotte
said
"The
option
is very
tough
to stop, when
you're facing an
athletic quart*)!
back like thev
have
Villanova is
averaging 14b. 1
yard, per game
on the ground, ■-•fc«**«
but has played much better since
tht) installed the read-option that is
very similar to what the West Virginia offense runs. The Dukes defense
comes into the game allowing |ust
917 yards per game on the ground,
which is good enough for second in
the conference.
"They were struggling to SCOK
points," Matthews said " I hev put in
that option and they ran William &
Mary out of the stadium and then all
over Richmond. They have a great
option quarterback."
Villanova has another formidable

Senior wide receiver D.D. Boxley stiff-arms a Delaware defender on his way to scoring his third-quarter
touchdown. Boxley finished the day three catches for 93 yards and one touchdown as the Dukes Improved
to 8-1 with their 44-24 win.
weapon In the backAeld In DeQuese
May. who leads the team in both
rushing and receiving 1 his year,
Ma) has run tor 421 yards and two
tou. hdowns while catching 39 panes
tor 427 vards and tour touchdowns
w re going i>> have bo play assignment Football," I e/otte nid
I hev re I \ ery athletic ottense
I tofensh ely, defensive bat k \\
lyn Bacchus, who is tops on the team
m tackles with 82 and Interceptions

we normally face, |Ml senior wide recover D.D Boxle) stid "Sorer we've had
a little bit ot a problem w ilh It"
I he Dukes will he without junto! linebacker Isaiah Dottln-Carter. who was injured In last week s
game agamst Delaware. Sophomore cornerback I van McColloUgh

and senior defensive end Kevli
Winston are both questionable. M«
Collough left the Delaware game
with a hamstring injur) and did
not return, and Winston left with
an elbow injury Neither practiced
luesday.
I he Pukes have won the last two
against \ | Hanoi a. Including
last season i 28 13 win tl Bridge
forth Stadium |Ml leads the all

time aerie

Field Hockey draws Duke
JMU travels to Durham,
N.C., for first round of
NCAA tournament
BY JOHN (. M
spurs editor

II

The JMU held hockey gathered last night si
in the Board t>t Visitors room in the Festival I enter to
watch the NCAA Selection Show that would reveal their
opponent lor the hrst round ot the NCAA tournament, S
tournament the 1 Hikes luve not reached since 1**°^
I he I Hikes (15-7) will star fourth isalsd Duke 04 5)
this Saturday in Durham, \ C , at 2 p m.
(>h' I reft Wt goT sin HI ted one of the held hocke)

players as (he show s(arti\l I he room tell into an immediate hush a- the i SIN .ommentator Opened with the
Winston Seism group He pasted over lop awduJ Wake
Forest which drew American, ami Virginia which apt
Iowa. I hen. alter ( MHO Mate W as , ailed B I plav v alitomia,
l\ii s tate was revealed
"Rah, It's going to be a toughone/ sensor midfielder
Bsilatt \erstekl said Hut we 0D1 iousl\ do WCtl with
those, I mean look at 01 'I and HoNtra
|ML received the Colonial Athletu ASM nation's automatk bid alter surprising the third-ranked team in tin' i\.\ti» n, (M K in tin- CAA final Monday, the I Hikes were iwtshotlVI by the Monan hs. but pollcd-outa l-Owttl It was
the I have* sso nd amsntnos title m the team's history
1 sec possibilities rather than Hmtfabons,' IMI coach
\ntometIe I UCSS tsid Ml) ot the It- teams m this tournament It capable of a win at an) time To me, tt doesn't
matter it the\ an-M-eded

2006 Division 1
'« ■Id Hockey Champions hips

F

"KBWake Forest (19-1)

rHondllouM
Ho* 1?

te

KS™

>-K Round

Null

Old Dominion (19 3)

MmwiMn MX II am |

Princeton (11-6)
No. 1'

No. 1'

Ian
Virginia (12 7)
MWWW'UUrlC ipml

Connecticut (19 3)

' K#rfHJ«u>Um,
Ho* i*

P.BKH-* Nl IpjR

Boston U.( 14-61

was original)) bo finish In the top 15,
she now wants to hnish in the top 10
and hopes to qualift tor the national
championships in lerre Haute, Ind
Rinker thinks she has a chance
"I think that she's at the optimal
stage right now tor making big |umps
becautt there's no pressure on her,"
Kmker said. When she lines up to
run ag,ainst the William A Man e.irls.
ur w hen she lines up to run at regionals this weekend, there's no pntaun;
nobodv knows who she to."

with two. Bacchus is sixth in the All» in tackles and seventh in pass
breakups with six
'Their defense is different than what

Ohio State \14-3]

H#***11 lw«po'

PennSt.HS-S)

(XvhwnNC Jpoi |

North Carolina (1J-8)
lf>m

James Madison (14-71

Richmond (16-4|

Pwf"*" MC l'am|
1 AIIUI N, HArk^Wi.!,

Maryland (19-2)

I he I hikes (omed conference winners Boston I ni<
vertltV (Amenta lasti loua (Big lenl Wake Ion's!
\t * ' the Univenat) oi i onnecbcul (Big East); Princeton ih \ i and American i Pat not) as one oi seven teams
uith an automatu bid
Ine two other seeded bnsint besides VVske Forest and
Duke belonged to r^o 2 Maryland and r^o unn
I he I kikes, as the Selection Show ssid last night treori
tire Inej v* won sbcol Iheir last seveneamesand in five
Bit) didn tallow a tOtL i n-shman gJOtle Kdsej ^ utdiins
in the I Hikes three l AAtoumami*nt niatilnv has26savt*
and one BJOSJ allowed on 4S shota agalnsl her
"Shea deflnMef) the MVP In my opinion,'' Ven»reW
said "She pltyed out ot IHT boots, stved |a late penalty I
stroke [against ODl I ami put us right back in the game."
( utcrans was reoagnized In worm iafieidhxknf.com sa
th.' National Kookieot lhe\V«'k and nvened Ml fouma
tnent Ihmors as well CutchuiB lowered her goal iavenste to Lift which ranks her second in Ine I \
seventh nationalK
"She had a tew humps and hniiM-s alone, the Wa)
with her being s rreshman earh on,' I ucts said, "Bui to
me, she's peaking, she'sgrowina intoherownand its jus)
ny,ht at tk' right moment
I hike Ii* >ids the home-held advantagethjoushmefluN
tworounda asttn-N IHISI tames in I Hunant t lowever, |\R
hatnol been afraid loplaj on Ihe nud leoentry
When we lost to Motstra on (he lOtd, We Said to the
team we have i" gel tough ^'^ win ihe tames on the
mad it we're tomato be an N( \ \i hampiorahiptearr
I ucts said. And the\ ti»»k that tohean. wimurigtfwseon
Ihensid (since UKIII"
Ihough tlv I »ukes lack experience on the \t A\
■taae( Versfcld and I ucts believe IMI's tough schedule
prepared II going "> ot |Mt a 20oprjorumtstrus »
is ot them wen- ranked ot received rases. Six oi |\U 's
seven losttB have COme against ranktsl teams ineludine,
No.2Maryland No SODU.No BNorthOaolbuv No
10 \ir)',inia, No 17 Kietimond and No 19American
all
ot which made the \< \A tournament In other words.
the I hikes an' used to being the underdog with nothuu
to lost
MR
.rent expected i" [beat OCX I in the ( \ \
cut. Inns saui "So mere weren't s lotrfexpectaooi
COUldn'l tail It willhetk's.imestor\ |sgSUltl I hike|

l
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The Breeze

What's the plan. Stan?

BORED?

Find out what*s going on around town this weekend

CHECK OUT
Thursday

|

Friday

Music

))

Auditions

\;

mm

Enjoy music at
the Madison Brass
Concert tonight in
Anthony-Seeger
Hall at 8 p.m.

<»
<»
«»
«*
i*

Auditions for
"JMU'sGotTalent"will beheld
in Memorial Hall
at 4 p.m.

*►
<>
*►
*>
*►

"Trust the Man" is
playing in GraftonStovall Theatre
tonight at 7 and
9:30 p.m.

\

Music

Saturday

Sunday
;I

Art

*■
• Head to Sawhill
i 1 Gallery and check
*»
outJMU'sart
4 t faculty exhibition
4 » from 2 to 5 p.m.

Music
Head out to "Battle
oftheJam,"featuring Blueberry Jam,
The Honest Scoundrels and Dangus
KahnandtheTornadoes in Memorial
Hall at 7 p.m.

Poetry

a
4t

-t
»
'»
*»
«1

Join Jayne Cortez
and the Firespitters for an evening
of poetry, jazz and
blues in Wilson
Hall at 7 p.m.

READ THE BREEZE

^►
4►
4►
41
4a
«»

CS 274 - Introduction to Databases
Meets MWF 2:30 - 3:20
• ••••••••

|

Check out the
WXJM show in
Transitions at 7 p.m.
There is $4 charge
at the door for
some great bands.

Add a little CS to your transcript

4I

Film

For more information contact Nancy Harris by
e-mail harrisnl@jmn.edu or call 8-8771

4>
4►
4►
4»
4»

Check out"The
Science of
Sleep" at Court
Square Theater
at 7:30 p.m.

For a more detailed description, tee
users.cs.jmu.edu/harrisnl/web/CSE74

H| 1 HIRING FOR SKI SEASON
2006/2007

This course is Ideal for students who:
need to organize research data for theses or capstone projects
want to learn more about how web database applications work
want to Include some computer classes on their resumes
are Interested in the Health Information Systems minor
This course is Intended for non-CS majors

December through March
Get all your college needs easier It, faster at

ONE STOP CONVENIENCE
► Cheap beverages & party supplies

•*J"

Massanutten Resort

Now takinu applications for Lift Attendant-.. Tubing Park
1 Attendants, Rcm.il Shop Attendants. Instructors. Snowmakers.
Cashiers, Retail kssociatea and Telephone Operators. Hiring
lor day, night, lull-time, part-time and weekends.

► Food, coffee, sandwiches, & more

SKI FREE

► Western Union Facilities m^s^m
- Money Transfer
l^H
- Utility Payment
wBM
► Friendly, young staff & owners

We accept JAC Cards!
Check us out In

\

iiu
^H
Flu Mi \SA
>—■■

iflejj^k>

1 Kl 1 Mid-week & nigh) skiing, rental equipment and
lessons with .120 hout per week work schedule.
„ v,„ ■

lln

Slop by the Ski Office M-F. 9:00am - 4:30pm
in till dill an application or apply online at

^BBBB)
J'.^T

l.i-li. ,lir,

\< ww.massresortjobs.com
For More Information:

p*^

289-4954

MJJJHHHHI

DOWNTOWN, HARMSONBURG
just a short drive from JMU at
383 North Main Street or call (540) 432-9017

ONLY

1 fJisW

L£
■"■■■■

OK

800-207-MASS

14 DAYS

Grafton-Stotall 1 .<>l>l>\ ■
Nov. 13,14, and 15; LfcOOpn
?'s call 568.1735

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY

UNTIL THANKSGIVING BREAK!
I4K White Gold 0.811 ts Diamond Ring
<).5ICts. Center Diamond 67/5/2

T*n(}le$ $)ay (§>p
I iili Service Stilm:

We do Brazilian & bikini waxing!

rrrgras?

This Week $1,300

Tfovember Specials

Visit us December 5th
at our new location!
2040 Dcyerle Ave.
Next to the new Fire Dept.

Manicun/Ptdkurt Combo
10 Tan Sessions

$35
$l§

1/2 tfour frUssage
Tartial tit-Lite and'tiatr Cut

$20
$50

•All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff G1A Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

432-5544
I 'u .in-il above Dairy Quern
Ml (I Port Krpuhlk RJ Suite M

Hantoabun VA 22101

Busch Gardens Williamsburg will hold
Auditions for Live Show Performers:
Sunday November 19, at James Madison
University, Grafton Stovall Theatre
Dancers should arrive at 1:30 pm
All other talents 3:00 pm to 6:00 pm
Tech Interviews 3:30 pm to 6:00 pm
Seeking singers that dance, dancers that sing
actors character actors, instrumentalists, and specialty
artists such as stiltwalkers. mimes, |ugglers, comedy
magicians No appointment necessary
Also seeking theatrical technicians
and stage managers.
Visit our website for helpful audition tips, photos
pay rates and benefits Live auditions preferred
but video auditions are accepted
Call our Audition Hotline 800-253-3302 or visit

www.talentsearchbgw.com
M you urn i-wa- IS you
■MM «gsi guardksn •**< you
**»J matt MUMSM tSMauOMtonand
It MM
m mquinjd
a Bust*. QavOn-a and W—
CourSry

•mptoyan ana aupport *

MM and drug
hs»# «orfc(aeK* AptjtaanM **l
t» tubfsct to drug mimg and bat*
ground OtaiM

_~^^
^^T&

J
f S1 M

^,)MJVT ^»*

^C.ARDENS
WtlllAMsM t-i

EUROPE

Classifieds

Trurcday, November^2006111

. www.lhebreeze.org

r Homes for Sale J
HUNTERS RIDGE CONDO for sale.
2 fttdroom. 2 Balh. lirao condition
Remodeled in 2003 $105,000 Leave ■
mcjsip (70)1801-4205

[For Rent]

;

55-B W. fairview. 2 Bedroom. I balh.
WD. DSL. AC. desk, yard, S570/Mo
4330984 ui 246-3147
65 W FAIRVIEW. 3 or 4 hedr«ims,2
bath. W/ D, DSL. 2 living rooms, yard.
$080/Mo 433 0984 or 246-3147
75W FAIRVIEW. ) BEDROOM, I bath.
W' D. DSL. garage, yard. W55/ Mo
433-0984 or 246-3147
1135 S. MAIN ST. 5 BEDROOM. 2
bath, W/1). DSI. basement, yard, across
from campus. June. 433-0984 or 2463147

312 WEST WATER ST t BRs nice «nd
big. 1.5 halhs. harduood floors, high
ceilings, laundry, yard, off street parking.
front porch and deck 12 month lease.
June to May {288/154012)4-8584

73 E MARKE l-DOWNTOWN- above
office. 2 bedroom, I bath. DSL. elec &
vater provided 1480/ Mo. 433-0984 or
246-3147 (540)246-3147

5S-A W FAIRVIKW. 2 BEDROOM, I
bath, W/D. DSL, AC, large >anl. MM
Mo 43)^184 or 246-3147

LARGE 4 BEDROOM Hot ISE for rent.
Groups only June to June kase. Close
to campus. 2 full baths, washer/dryer
included. $290 per month/per person
Call 15401 4»-n31ll

^Jj t-rek -rh/^

402
E
ELIZABETH
ST.
5
bedrooms. 2 baths, hardwood floors,
wrap around porch with swing.
all
appliarRW
iMlil
'»-<»!
N/SFEMALE WANTI DOuiet spacious
room w' private entrance/ bath/ frig, W/
D on premise. Kent $400<l/2water*l/
2electricity. Questions call 540-560)379 or email bjkei-jl n IIIIU cJu
NEGOTIABLE LEASE LENGTH 2
BRs in townhouse available now' $400
per BRCIosc to campus (5401421-3997
R(X)M FOR RENT Female roommate
needed to sublease South View room
for spring semester 2007 $400 rentutilitics included. Contact Ashley at
bogardavMjmu.cdu or (5401 226-3011
I BEDROOM OLDTOWN Historic,
beautiful, perfect for anyone wanting
their own place 5 blocks to campus
wsvw.cas1kproperty.com(540)564-2659

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT Open floor
plan with large livingroom. dimngroom
and lull kuchcn. W D. D/ W, A/ C, 1.5
Bath Quiet student complex close to
downtown and Memorial Hall www
c.iNllcpn>rcrt> com (540)
564-2659
si 111 I \M-. FOR SPRING 07 Room
available for Spring 07 in Pheasant
Run $315 » utilities per month. Contact
ncclmw/jmuedu or (540) 292-1035
ROOM FOR RENT IN TOWNIIol M
Spring 2007 Semester Private baUvoom,
full kitchen, washer and dryer $)50/
month Contact Jessicaat(732) 500-4710
SUBLEASE Spring2007Alhby('rossing.
1340/monlh Call Enn (703) 431-7)67

[For Sale]
2002 HONDA CIVIC IX 2 door,
automatic. Black. Spoiler. AM/ FM.
CD. Power windows/ locks, 60.000
miles $9,900/ best offer (540) 961-3710

[Help Wanted
UP TO $75 per survey
GetPaidTo I hink com
■BARTENDING' Up to $2501 Day
No Experience Necessary
Training Provided
1-800-965-6520
XT
212
THE MOM TEAM/CEO NETWORK
Work at-home, on your computer/
interne., on your time and availability
Contact Bonnie.
mirjnuUx2(u earthlink net or
v. w w momleam4twins
com
(540)
778-1932
SPOTSWOOl) COIINTRY CLUB is
currenlly seeking experienced Line A
Prep Cooks. Dishwashers and WaitstalT
Apply
m person
|540| 4t>:M^
PIANO TEACHER I ookmg tor a (JMtJ
student) teacher that would enjoy ages
5-10 One evening per week (possihly
Mondays! Start spring semester OK
or sooner if you can (540) 820-5730
BABYSIT! LK
BaKsitter
needed
opnng scmestet for two kids
3
year old and infant
luesdays and
Thursdays.
good
compensation
References required (540) 289-3170

IRV I«AK^

ICKCKKAM
wwwJUin«aD.ai rjrl»4r.com

SPRING BREAK BAHAMAS 5
Day/ 4 Night Packages from $ 199 per
person- Includes Cruise Transport
A Resort in the Bahamas- Other
Packages also available- Book Early
KM I Ml I VIP Party Package- TollFree I-888-852-BEACH (1-888852-3224)- www
GoBahama co
SPRING BREAK IN LONDON
2007! Experience London England
for your 2007 Spring Break - the
capital of cool - price is $599 per
person, and includes accommodation
in the heart of London, daily
breakfast, weekly travelcard, a hop
on hop ofT London bus sightseeing
tour, an optional London Da
Vincc Code tour and pub crawl
and more' Price excludes flights
Call us today on 1800 599 8635 or
emailsales&spnngbreaklondon
com.
www.spnngbrcaklondon
com
discounts
for
groups
of 10 or more so just ask!

To get in contact

with your true
love:
respond to personal ads a(
breeze_ptrsonaLi^hotmail.com

*

Waffle Cones .55 Extra
58 E. Wolfe St b 2125 S. Main St, Harrlsonburg

South
Main St.

Downtown

540-434-4014

540-434-6980

Qwvui
Chocolate Banana
Chip

Travel ]
SKYDIVE' One Oay First Freefall from
over 13.500' from 22 jumper aircraft
i. ompleic
information is on www.skydiveorange
com GIFT CERTIFICATES' (540) 9436587
Spring Break 2007 Celebration 20th
Anniversary w/ Sun Splash Tours. Free
I np on every 12 hefore Nov I Free
Meals and Parties, Hottest Deal ever
(iroup Discounts on 6* Hottest Spring
Break destinations 1-800-426-7710
www sunsplashtour. com

write what ad you are responding
to the email and wait for cuptd to
do the magic.

To Post a classified
(or Personal):
Goto
wwwJhebreeze.org

Lovin' that
feeling of
The Breeze
hmm?
How about
reading
The Breeze
every
Monday &
Thursday.9
You can
only
imagine!

Specializing in
FOIL HIGHLIGHTS

540-434-8188

The Breeze is like a piece of sushi.

Get it while its fresh.

Read The Breeze Mon & Thurs
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CAA basketball conference preview, preseason rankings
iVTlMOKlFII
contributing writer

L Hofstra University
Coach: Tom Pecora
Last Year 2r>^ 144 (CAA)
Key Returning Player*: Senior guard Loan Stokes, senior guard Carlos Rivera, iuni. >r guard Antoine Agucbo
Outkxik; Hofstra just misled the NCAA tournament last
\-ear. The guard threesome of Stokes Rivera and Agudio, who averaged a combined 46-3 punts per game last
season, should help propel f lofstra finish near the top of
the CAA. Hofstra's potential downfall mav be inexperience in the tnintcourt with the departun' of Adrian L'ter
and Aunmas Kieza.

7. km son University
Coach Pat Kennedy
Last Year 12-16,8-10 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Senior guard Gary NeaL senior
lorw ards I )ennard Abraham and Marc Pratt
Outlook Preseason Mid-Major All-American guard
I .an Neal leads a lowson team aiming off a kising season. This trie-man team will need some young talent to
emerge, like junior college transfers Tommy Breaux and
CC Williams.

1 George Mason University
Coach Jim Larranaga
Last Year 23-7, V>3 (CAA)
Key Returning Plaverv Serwor guard h)lann Campbell,
junior forward Will Thomas
OutJook: Last season, (JML captured the natmYs attenbon with one of the most improbable performances in
allege basketball history. As an 11th seed, they made
it to the Final Four. CMU lost three key cctnponents of
that team in Tonv Stunn, |ai Lewis and I amar Butlet but
returns Campbell and Thomas.

a Georgia State University
Coach Mike Perry
Last Year 7-22,3-15 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Junior center Deven Dickerson.
sophomore forward Rashad Chase, sophomore guard
I *i iiumt Mende?
Outlook: The Panthers have to travel more than any
other team in the CAA Though Chase and Dickerson
will give them inside presence and Mendez, along with
ruruor college transfer Ron lams, helping on the penmeter, GSU will have to prove themselves.

3. Drexrl University
Coach "Brusier" Hint
last year 12-16,8-10 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Senior guard IXwninick Meiia,
senior forward Chaz Crawford
OutJook; l>rexelhasbeenmthetiiick(rftheCAAover
the last few years, and this year will be no exception.
Drexel features the senior leadership of Mejia, who
made 92 3-punteis last season, and Crawford, a twotime AU-CAA defender.

9. Northeastern University
Coach Bill I .x-n
Last Year 19-11,12-6 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Senior guard Bobby Kelly, senior forward Bennet Davis
Outlook: The loss of Jose Juan Barea (Dallas Mavencks),
last year's CAA player of the \-ear, may be the biggest, 4
any CAA team. Guard Bobby Kellv (44 percent behind
are) seems like the front-runner to fill Barea s shoes- This
may be a rebuilding year due to untested youth

4. Old Dominion University
Coach Blaine Tavlor
Last Year 21-9,13-5 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Senior forward Amaud Dahi,
rumor guards Bnan Henderstm and Brandon Johnson
Outlook: OPl had an early exit in the CAA tournament
last year; but returns rune players. I)ahi will be ctxinted
<r\ even more inside this MMMWI, being the only frontcourt starter returning. 'I he Monarch* hope the hype
is true surrounding Gerald Lee, a 6-ibot-9, 220-pound
freshman forward from Konhait, Finland.

10. James Madison University
Coach Dean Keener
last Year 5-23,2-16(CAA)
Key Returning Players: Sophomore forward I u v. .inn
James, stiphomore guard Jw Posey
OutJook: Plagued bv turnovers and inexperience, JMU
comes off a brutal, two-win season in conference. James
leads the Dukes averaging 44 percent from the field and
12.7 pants per game. There's no way to go but up for
JMU who finished last in the CAA last year

5. UNC-Wilmington
Coach Bermv Mo*
Iast>ear2<8,1M(CAA)
Kev Returning Piavers: SenK»r guard TJ. Carter; junior
forwanJ Todd Hendley
Outlook: After a heartbreaking 8S-o"5 overtime loss, to
George Washington in the first round of the NCAA
tournament, L'NC-W starts a season with a new coach
Ihe defensive-minded team loses John GoUsberrs; a
former CAA Flayer of the Year; but returns Carter; a prei Mid-Major All-Amencan.
h. Virginia Commonwealth University
Coach Anthonv Grant
last Year 19-lft 11-7 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Senior guard B A. Walker; senior
guard Jesse Pellot-Rosa, junior forward Sam Faulk
OutJook; New coach Anthony Grant wants more' inten-

■r

sity and a faster tempo for the Rams this season. Thev return a solid core, despite loang Nick George to graduation B A. Walker headline the squad as a sharp-shooter
who made hi 3-pointeis last year.

lUIC'KI'C

JACK MCAULEY

contributing writ*

l/VflMFN'^

1. Old Dominion
University
Coach Wendy Larry
Last Year 22-9,17-1 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Junior guard I [. Jordan, senior
forward Sherida Tnggs
Outkxxc Over the last 15 years the Monarchs have
captured every CAA title and look to continue thai
streak this season led by tour returning starters.
1 James Madison University
Coach: Kenny Brooks
last Year 24-7,14-4 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Senior center Meredith Alexis,
junior forward lament Young
Outkxik Five starters, four of which are seniors and
three who were all-conference plavers last season, return for the Dukes looking to avenge their 58-54 loss
in the CAA tournament championship last season to
ODU. Senior guard Lesley' Dickinson is 348 points shv
of JMU's all-time sconng record.
3. University of Delaware
Coach Tina Martin
last Year 22-8,13-5CCAA)
Key Returning Players: Senior guard Tyresa Smith, runior guard Melissa Czomiewy
Outlook: Looking for their seventh 20-win season in
the past eight years and fresh off a WNfT appearance,
the Blue I lens return four of their five starters kx Jung
to move to the top of the CAA. Delaware is led by a
member of last year's AIKAA teams along with the
CAA Defensive Player of the Year, in Tyresa Smith
4. Hofstra University
Coach: Krista lsjIbun>Steveskey
last Year 19-12,12-6 (CAA)
Ke\ Returning Players: Senior center Vanessa Cadden,
senior guard Cigi McCollin
Outlook: The Pnde hope to build upon their first ever
WNIT appearance and look to four returning starters
and a new coach coming from JMU for leadership
Ltofstra faces a tough schedule, starting with the Preseason NIT tournament.

W adds freshman guard Greta Luksyte, who spent
three years on the I jthuania National Team.
7. Virginia Commonwealth University
Coach: Beth Cunningham
last Year 13-15,6-12 (CAA)
Key- Returning Players: Sophomore center Quanitra
Hollingsworth, runior guard laKeaJones
CXiUoiifelkillinp.w'oruilriurd-teamall-CAAand CAA
Rookie of the Year), the youngest player in Division
I women's basketball historv last season at 17, returns
with four other starters. The Rams open their conference
scheduk1 against JMU in early December, Ihe other
three letter-winners return also, adding depth.
8. George Mason University
Coach: Debbie Tanevhill
last Year 12-17,7-11 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Junior guard lateisha Wade.
|unior forward Mora Akintundc
Outkxik: With one of the hardest out-of-conferencc
schedules in the CAA the Patriots face defending national champion Maryland and Georgia, who readied
the Sweet 16 in last year's NCAA Tournament I All
has four returning starters and add CVette Mensem, a
transfer from Maryland who sat out last year.
9. Drexel University
Coach: IXiuse I Mluxi
last Year 15-14,9-9 (CAA)
Key Returning Players |unior guard Nanssa Suher,
junior forward Nicole Hester
Outlook: The 1 >agt msim Iv return two starters and one
senior to a team that was the No. 14 scoring defense in
Division I. As part of Sobers third-team All-CAA season last year, her 87 3-pointers placed her third on the
single-*>ason list
m Georgia State University
Coach: lxa 1 lenrv
Last Year 9-21), 3-15 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Senior guard Kekvy Roegiers
Jensen, sophomore guard Bnttam Hollins
OutJook: Roegiervjensen leads four of its top five scorers from last season. Roegiets-Jensen is 179 punts shv
of 1,000 entering her fourth year with the Panthers. She
will be relied on heavily as the Panthers are one of the
youngest teams in the CAA with 10 underclassmen.

11. College of William & Mary
Coach Tonv Shaver
Last Year rV2D, 3-15 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Senior forward Corey Cofield,
senior guard Adam Payton
Outlook: On the upside, W&M returns two senior startas in Cofield and Payton On the downside, u*-\ an'
undersized. Freshman Matt McFadden bnngs hope and
is expected to have a large ruk* this season.

5. College of William & Mary
Coach: Debbie Taylor
Last Year 15-13,11-7(CAA)
Key Returning Havers: Junior forward Kyra Kaylor,
senior guard Sarah Struh
Outlook: W4M boasts its first CAA Player of the Year
in kavlnr along with the Coach of the Sear in lavlor
The Tribe had the second best turnaround in Division
I going from 4-24 to 15-13. Ihis season, W&M knife.
to continue their rise in the CAA in hopes of reaching
their first postseason tournament

11. III» s»m University
Ctiach: |«ie Matthews
last Year 9-19,4-14 (CAA)
Key Players Returning: lunior guard l.imelt Heaslev.
senkir fonvard Kelly Robinson
Outkxik: Towson returns six players including Robinson, who is tmly 124 points aw ay from 1,000 for IKT career and has already reached the SKI rebound plateau
Plus, All-Rookie (2004-'C5> Aiis Freeman returns after
being sidelined with a knee injury.

II University of Delaware
Coach Montf Ross
Last Year 4-14.9-21 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Junior forward Herb Courtney,
sophomore guard Zaire Taylor
Outlook. New coach Montf Ross may have a tough
time molding a young, uncunfident team leftover from
last season. Using their main scoring threat in forward
Harding \ana only makes things won*.

6. UNC-Wilmington
Coach: Ann Hancock
Last Year 15-13,9-9 (CAA)
Key- Returning Players: Sophomore guard Sahsha Taytoc sophomore forward Alex Stewart
Outlook: The Seahawks are looking for their first postseason appearance in school history-. Taylor, a member
of the CAA Rookie Team, leads 12 of 13 letter winners
and all five starters back this seascin .In addition. I \(

12 Northeastern University
Coach: Davnia laKmx-Mann
Last Year ft-21, .VI5 (CAA)
Key Returning Players: Sophomore guard Ashlee
Feldmen, senior guard Jody Burrows
Outlook: The Huskies enter a new era under laForecMann, cxming from the University erf New Haven
(24-7). Feldmen was a member of the CAA All-Rookie
learn and led the conference in free-throw pen a
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